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It was a special day for 

Nying-Jey Projects on June 11.

His Holiness’ the 14th Dalai

Lama visited the Drol Kar 

Buddhist Centre and Janeece

Kelsall, NJP secretary, made a

presentation to His Holiness

highlighting the extent of aid

NJP has given to the Tibetan communities. 

His Holiness expressed a warm thank you to the

NJP committee on behalf of all Tibetans, for the

wonderful work we do and to all the sponsors. He

said Tibetans are facing many difficult issues, 

education being one of them. He applauded our 

efforts in launching the Scholarship program and

encouraged us in our efforts to increase this form

of aid. 

Recently my sister So Yang visited Ganzi and 

assisted in setting up a committee there whose role

is to administer all the sponsorship and scholarship

programs there. The committee is now our official

Ganzi partner. So Yang also personally handed over

sponsors’ money to parents to enable them to pay

the fees for the coming year.  Seventy eight students

enrolled in the middle school have each received

some money directly into their pocket; the rest of

the money has been placed in the bank to be kept

until they are ready to go to tertiary school.

During the first half of 2007, I organised the fourth

Sacred Footsteps monks’ tour. Once again, through

the Nying-Jey Projects information board, many

new people have taken up sponsorships.

I would like to take this opportunity to say to 

everyone connected with Nying-Jey, the commit-

tee and sponsors, we value your commitment to

what we do. Please feel free at any time to contact

us with your thoughts and suggestions which may

assist us further with our work. Your support of the

Tibetan people does make a huge difference in their

lives.

Thank you so much,

Geshe Sonam Thargye President NJP.

Janeece Kelsall making a presentation to His Holiness
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What makes a family of 6 pack their bags and

head off to a country so foreign to our own?

With virtually no language and more questions than

answers about what we might expect once there, at

first glance it seems odd. With children aged 11, 9,

4 and a lively 16 months, to some, it’s perhaps even

foolish. No matter, that’s what we did.

It was the land of Tibet that called us. It really was

that, a calling. Being one to carefully listen to a call

of the heart there was little hesitation or trepidation

about the journey. It seemed like this was an 

important trip to make, for us and our children, 

together.

Our objectives became clearer;

� To have ‘a grand family adventure’. Time away

together, detached from time frames, agendas and

the busyness of life. Immersed in another land, 

another culture.

� To make a connection with the local Tibetan

community in Ganzi. The hometown of our local

Buddhist monk and teacher, Geshe Sonam Thargye.

� Connect with the energy of the mountains, the

rivers, the monasteries, nunneries and the rich 

Buddhist history of Tibet.

� To connect with the school and hospital funded

projects run by Nying-Jey Projects, a not for profit

organisation based here in Geelong, founded by

Geshe Sonam Thargye. The hope was to gain an 

insight into what may be most beneficial for the

community into the future, building on what is 

already established. To see if we could lend some

assistance using our experience in the areas of 

medicine and teaching, understanding there were

likely to be some difficulties with our lack of Tibetan

language skills.

Armed with the knowledge of the best time of

year to visit, some vital local contacts 

(Geshe-la’s family) and a place to stay (the family’s

guesthouse), some information on the conditions at

Nz!Gbnjmz!Nz!Gbnjmz!
BewfouvsftBewfouvsft
Jo!U jcfuJo!U jcfu

by Dr. Darren Fahroedin
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the hospital and all sorts of helpful hints from those

that had travelled there before, we booked our 

tickets, organised visas, insurance and all the 

essentials.

A grand family adventure it was, departing 16.7.07.

So grand it seems beyond capturing in words. How

can one convey all that

was seen, shared, and

experienced? Etched in

our hearts and minds 

forever, life changing for

us as adults, we can only

guess at what such experi-

ences will mean in the

lives of our children in the

years to come. What seeds

have been planted to one

day sprout into grand

plans of their own?

What I can do is share a few enduring 

memories and impressions. It was all we had

hoped and more. Challenging at times? Yes. Fright-

ening? No, but I did stop once or maybe twice early

on and ask myself have I done the right thing in

bringing my family to a land where I cannot even

speak the language! Quite funny really, but it is

amazing how far you can go with a smile, an intrepid

nature and a Lonely Planet guide and phrase book! 

The joy of arriving in Ganzi, somewhat tired and

bedraggled, and being welcomed like family was

heart warming. We found a home after 3 days on the

road from Chengdu to Ganzi. The trip was brilliant,

a blur, disorienting to our Western sensibilities and

exhilarating all at the same time.

How wonderful it is to travel with children. They

opened doors that would never have been opened to

us and broke down barriers that we as adults don’t

even realise are there. In the blink of an eye or the

flash of a smile the barriers were gone. We saw the

locals at their most beautiful. They were drawn to

us and particularly our youngest two wherever we

went. It was an innocent fascination, rarely 

intrusive. A fascination that was mutual. 

Every day, a simple walk to the shops or market

or to the local gompa (monastery) would be

punctuated by delightful exchanges. Sometimes as

simple gestures or greetings of ‘tashi delek’, 

playing with the children, stumbling through simple 

conversations but always in a spirit friendship that

left people smiling and laughing. 

Circumambulations of the local gompa, turning the

prayer wheels alongside the locals, became a symbol

for us of connecting and merging with the locals, in

a time honoured tradition. It was a beautiful place to

be. 

We felt like we became 

a part of Geshe-la’s 

extended family. Living

alongside Noja, Shu, 

Tenzin and others (too

many to name) and made

even more special with 

the arrival of his sister,

Soyang. Particularly as a

family with young chil-

dren, this home base and

extended family gave the trip balance. We could stay

put or venture far and wide depending on where

were all at. 

A few favourite places, trips and highlights
Riding motorbikes across the countryside, through

barley fields, distant villages, visiting monasteries
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and taking in the magnificent mountain scenery will

always be remembered and still makes me laugh. It

is a great mode of family transport! It reminds me

that anything is possible…. Like a dream come true.

Sitting atop the mountain with the yak herders. 

Taking it all in. Feasting on delicious food with

Soyang and extended family, the kids at play with

the Tibetan children. You almost

had to pinch yourself…..is this

for real?

Visit further west to Yilhun

Latso, a holy alpine lake, just

out of Manigango. Perhaps the

most beautiful place I have ever

visited. Not just the scenery,

but the sense of tranquillity. We

communed with Nature as we

hiked along the lake’s edge.

With granite rocks carved with

mantras it had an atmosphere

that almost compelled one to

stop…. commanding time itself to stop.

Dzogchen monastery nestled in at the foot of 

glacial valley. There is a meditation retreat 

centre open to Westerners. I picture myself 

spending weeks here…not this time….I make a note

to return one day. Even the trip here over high 

mountain passes, was breathtaking. Yaks and yak

herders’ tents dot the rolling hills dwarfed by those

mountains and impossibly beautiful scenery.

A young Tibetan man named Galsang became part

of our family. He worked at the local school 

teaching English and at the hospital dispensing 

medication. His English was quite good. His kind

nature and generosity opened up many opportuni-

ties for us to see the local region. We plan to 

sponsor a trip for him to visit Australia in the year

ahead as a way of repaying his kindness and help

him to fulfil some of his dreams. So much more and

I haven’t even mentioned the Giant pandas back at

Chengdu…..

Imade contact with the local hospital and found it

was not an easy place for a Western doctor to

work at. The language barrier the most obvious 

hurdle but it was clear it would take time and a

shared willingness to introduce change if I was 

to make any impact. I was short on time. The 

willingness to change I’m not sure about. I suspect

months rather than weeks would be required.

What I did manage to do was lay a foundation of 

understanding of how the health system was working

and how I could help in return visits. Consulting at

a local nunnery gave a wonderful insight into 

common health problems. With Soyang’s assistance

interpreting we could get a

good history of their health

problems. There were illnesses

that ideally required surgical

intervention eg cataracts and

gall stones, issues that could

do with better management

and access to better medica-

tions e.g. epilepsy & diabetes,

and  issues with clean water,

better diet and exercise, etc,

that could benefit from a more

long term plan looking at 

preventive health/population

health. Yes, I will return, but

it may not be for another 2 years. 

For now I have joined Nying-Jey committee and

hope to assist from afar. 
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In February this year we enjoyed another visit from the Tibetan monks from two 

monasterys in Southern India. Once again they displayed their skill and in turn, educated

people about a deeper spiritual meaning to life making the incredibly intricate sand 

mandalas and setting a high example by the way they conducted themselves. 

Life was not all hard work for the monks though. As part time tour driver and general

roustabout, I was again lucky enough to spend some time taking the monks sightseeing

in between committments. What a great time we had. We showed them our beautiful

country and didn’t they enjoy it. From relaxing on a Murray River houseboat to seeing

the Sydney Harbour Bridge and Opera House, they had the opportunity to experience

some of the joys Australia has to offer. They all commented how clean our country is.

MONKS AT WORK, REST & PLAY -MONKS AT WORK, REST & PLAY -
Sacred Footsteps Tour 2007Sacred Footsteps Tour 2007

Keep some for

the Emu!
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Apart from all the fun we had there were some special moments when I

was able to introduce some of the monks to their sponsors. I had contacted

each of their sponsors in advance and gave them the tour itinerary. The

photo on the left shows Tenzin meeting his sponsor for the first time. He

had travelled over 300km and they were able to spend a few hours together

before returning. (They look like brothers) Another photo on the previous

page shows Jampa dining out with his sponsors family.

Colin Kelsall

When’s the music gonna finish?

This is much more

fun than dancing!

It’ll finish when

you get it right!

Hey Yeshi, YouHey Yeshi, You

sure you know howsure you know how

to drive thisto drive this

thing?thing?

Must be good picturesMust be good pictures

cause he can’t read!cause he can’t read!
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REFERENCE’S ON PAYMENTS

It is now more important for you to ensure you put

your reference with your payment. Our bank has

recently introduced a $20 ‘trace fee’ for the few that

I have to get the bank to trace. The fee gobbles up

the payment. Always use your SURNAME first,

then the ID as your reference.  IE: SMITH-S219

UNIDENTIFIED PAYMENTS

We receive one regular monthly payment of $20

which we can’t identify. It’s from: ‘Pertpetual Ltd.

Trustee for SMHL Global Fund 2007-1’and has no

reference. We have also just received a $300 

payment that has an invalid reference. (probably a

years payment). These payments are being 

deposited into NJP’s general account instead of

going to your intended beneficiaries. Don’t let your

beneficiary miss out.

RECEIPTS

If you do not receive a receipt either by mail or

email, get in touch. It could mean that I have not

been able to identify you. Please also read and

check your receipts, I sometimes add little notes to

them to see if your awake.

GANZI HOSPITAL & THE MEF

We have been advised that the hospital does not

have the necessary permits to treat patients. Due to

possible legal repercussions, NJP has no option but

to formally withdraw support from the hospital. We

will no longer accept donations for the Hospital.

We are looking at other ways of providing medical

support in the Ganzi area and any donations 

received for the Hospital will be returned or 

re-directed to the Medical Emergency Fund (MEF).

The MEF is used to provide emergency financial

assistance to Monks, Nuns & Students in the event

they either can’t afford costly medical procedures

or are in financial debt due to these procedures.

STUDENT SPONSORSHIP CHANGES

As notified in a recent mail and emailout, we have

a new committee in Ganzi/Tibet who will now be

managing all students from Primary, Middle, 

Tertiary Schools and Universities, plus the Nuns.

The new Ganzi Committee of three have 

undertaken to handle all letters and parcels between

sponsors and benefi-

ciaries. They have 

already set up a bank

account to properly

manage the Students,

Nuns and Scholarship monies. We are in the

process of setting up email communications 

between us. (Yahooo!!) They also will regulary 

update us on new or changes to the beneficiaries

details and photo’s. With the changes we have 

implemented and the savings achieved as a result,

we are hopeful of offering 6 new scholarships,

bringing the total to 10. 

GANZI COMMITTEE PARTNERS

President: Namgyal Choepel. Businessman.  Male

Secretary: Bulitso. Village Leader.                 Female.

Treasurer: Jampa Guymed. Nomad Teacher.  Male. 

SANGYE SCHOOL

The Sangye school is receiving support from other

aid organisations in the area which are doubling up

on our sponsorship support. We have decided to

withdraw our support from the Sangye school and

will be looking to assist other primary schools in

the Ganzi prefecture. All currently sponsored kids

at the Sangye school will still receive our full 

support, but we will not be taking on any new ones.

NEW ADDRESS LABEL FOR STUDENTS/NUNS

Please use the address labels in the insert to write to

your Student or Nun in Tibet or print a page from

our website: (copy & paste this address into your browser)
www.njp.org.au/images/Ganzi%20Committee%20Address%20La-

bels.pdf

Don’t forget your beneficiaries Name & ID under the label.

Treasurer’Treasurer’ss

TriviaTrivia

BLAH, BLAH, BLAH!

NAME - ID
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DOWNLOAD THE NEWSLETTER IN GLORIOUS
COLOUR DIRECTLY FROM OUR WEBSITE

www.njp.org.au

NJP MEMBERSHIP REMINDERNJP MEMBERSHIP REMINDER
IT’S THAT TIME OF THE YEAR WHEN WE ASK ALL SPONSORS TO PLEASE RENEW YOUR MEMBERSHIPS

Only $2 per year for a family or single membership. 
If you have paid the $2 in the last six months, consider yourself signed up.

Payment is welcomed in the form of 4 x 50c stamps.
Or send your payment by your usual method. 

(Reference = Surname - MEM)

Last minute preparations getting the NJP Sponsorship/Information board ready for the SFT tour.

Geshela’s translating Tibetan names into English and Tsering shows his appreciation of our work.


